A revised and expanded version of the original, this book illuminates the average person's multi-level attachment to cooked foods, explains how one can successfully transition to a raw food diet, and--relying on new scientific evidence--explains the health benefits of eating raw, living foods.
613.265 Bou TS

2012: [videorecording]: or why the world isn't ending just yet / Jim Kenney. Wheaton, IL: Theosophical Society in America, c2010. 1 videodisc (110 min.)
The latest new age apocalyptic preoccupation is based on a curious misreading of the ancient Mayan calendar. This interpretation (rejected by Mayan elders and serious scholars alike) suggests that the calendar ending in 2010 portends a world-ending or at least world-changing cataclysm in that year. Jim Kenney examines a great story woven from poor scholarship and the hope of a better world.
DVD 0364

B D29 DeS AJD

Two lectures held in Stuttgart on July 9th and 11th, 1930.
299.935 Vre BQ

299.934 Mey BQ

B294 Sub BRL

291.13 Bul BM

C133.5 Cra CA

B181.46 Wu CS

A special issue of Syzygy, journal of alternative religion and culture.
299.93 Lew CUT
A presentation of the life of Kahlil Gibran and his great work, The Prophet, including commentary on selected passages.
CDA 0581

302.346 Zel C

204..4 Gat CL

Although we speak of the world "out there," the Buddha taught that the beginning and the end of the world is to be found within this body and mind. He encouraged us to use the reflective nature of the mind to see this world as it is being created based on our views, perceptions, and thoughts so that we can understand the power of intention.
DVD 0365

500 Sai ES

Forms and Patterns in Nature / Wolf Strache ; descriptive list of plates by Horst Janus ; translation by Felix Kaufmann. New York : Pantheon, 1956. 22 p., 88 plates. Also issued online.
779.94 Str FPN

Exhibition organized by InterCultura and the State Russian Museum, St. Petersburg, in association with the Walters Art Gallery and travelled to other museums.
704.9482 Gri GM (Oversize)

F M546 G

701.82 Mul GPS

C615.892 Ell GW

613.2 Bou GL
NEW TITLES IN THE OLCOTT LIBRARY - MARCH 2011

The Happy Highway Game [game] ; family fun with communication / developed for AAL by Stephen A. Small. Appleton, WI : Aid Association for Lutherans, c1989. 1 game (board, 6 tokens, question cards, rules, guidebook) 2 or more players. For children ages 3 to 8 and their parents.
J 153.6 Sma HHG (Juvenile)

130 Fod HM

616.994 Off HCP

133 Zuk HS

The Helen Birch Bartlett Memorial Collection. Chicago, IL : Art Institute of Chicago, c1986. p. 81-234. (Museum studies ; v. 12, no. 2) Also issued online.
708 HBBMC

J-E M455 JCC (Juvenile)

204.22 Spe JM

296 Her J

553.8 Mel LPU

The remarkable story of the Shivapuri Baba, a modern Indian saint who, during his one hundred and thirty-seven years, dramatically demonstrated the radiant vitality of a spirit-filled life.
H922.22 Gov Ben

133 Met MC (Oversize)

726.3 Yad M 1997
NEW TITLES IN THE OLCOTT LIBRARY - MARCH 2011

   T D376 OSBB (Oversize)

   232.91 Wil PTT

   215 Sha PM

   299.9215 Hul RS

   994 Tac R

   Catalog of an exhibition held 4 March 2010 to 10 January 2011 at Pucker Gallery, Boston.
   704.948 Sha SP

   155.916 Gar ST

_The Study and Practice of Meditation_ : a course presenting the rationale and technique of simple concentration and meditation / arranged by Donna Sherry Lord. Wheaton, IL : Dept. of Education, The Theosophical Society in America, c1968. 1 v. (various pagings)
   T L884 SPM

   C181.11 Wu TML

_The Red Book of C. G. Jung_ [videorecording] : its meaning for our age / Stephan Hoeller. Wheaton, IL : Theosophical Society in America, c2010. 2 videodiscs (239 min.)
   In October 2009, the launch of The Red Book: Liber Novus generated unprecedented interest and excitement. Although Jung worked on this book from 1914-30, it was never published. In this workshop, Dr. Hoeller presents a concise statement of the content and import of this epochal work.
   DVD 0363

   J 700 Ajm TBA (Juvenile)

_Unpacking the Parables_ [sound recording] : Jesus as wisdom teacher / Ron Miller. Wheaton, IL : Theosophical Society in America, c2010. 1 sound disc (77 min.)
   Jesus taught in parables. What is a parable and why is it such an effective teaching method? What do we learn about Jesus as a teacher and about his message from these parables?

The speaker presents a wide variety of thoughts from great thinkers of all times, which show a remarkable correlation to the three fundamental propositions found in the Madame Blavatsky seminal work, The Secret Doctrine. From Heraclitus to Hegel, from Aristotle to Spinoza, the speaker weaves a fascinating tapestry of brilliant insights from the greatest minds of humanity, all of which point to the eternal verities underlying the phenomenal world of existence.

CDA 0583